“There is nothing timid about Isabel
Gotzkowsky’s dances... she is not afraid to
be theatrically assertive” — The New York Times

IGaF is available for:
Master classes and workshops
for all levels, teens through
seniors, in contemporary modern,
partnering skills, Muller technique,
Simonson jazz technique,
and the Pilates Method
Single and multiple performances
lincluding shared events
Residencies up to six weeks
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IGaF is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. IGaF has received financial
support from many generous individual donors, foundations and corporations
including: The Alper Foundation, American Express, The Foundation for the
Contemporary Performance Arts, The Harkness Dance Foundation at the
92nd Street Y, The Herbert & Lorraine Podell Foundation, The Jacquelyn &
Gregory Zehner Foundation, The JKW Foundation, The Joel M. Goldfrank
Family Foundation, Marsh & McLennan Companies, The Nash Family
Foundation, Random House, and Sony Music Entertainment.
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Isabel Gotzkowsky and Friends
444 Manhattan Avenue, #4N
New York, NY 10026
212.987.1480 P/F
isabel@isabelgo.org
www.isabelgo.org
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The Fusion Project (ongoing)
Quantum Humanum (2009)
Circumstantial Affinities (2007–2009)
Bound (2005–2009)
STUCK (2008)
Encounters (2007)
The Truth Of Hope Chests (2007)
ZERO GRID (2006)
th(RE)a(D) (2005)
What will be (2004)
Blink of an eye (2003)
You’ll know who I am when I tell you (2003)
If it’s flying you recall, then footprints won’t matter (2003)
Crossroads (2001)
Beside the other (2001)
in/side out (2001)
Glimpses (2001)
Isabel Gotzkowsky
Last night I had a dream (2000)
Marge Hauser
Up Against (2000)
Elizabeth Kaplan
Fly... but don’t... (1999)
Tomoko Nagano
Suspended (1997)
Bryan Ray
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Choreographic commissions
and setting repertory

G a z e tte

Lecture demonstrations

“You won’t see anywhere
a more impressive
combination of strength,
athleticism and lyricism
than in this enormously
talented New York
company.... What is so
utterly compelling about
her choreography is
the effortless mixture
of the lyric and the
ferocious... and her
astonishing visual sense.”
— Fringe Reviews (Winnipeg)

IGaF presented three seasons at Joyce SoHo (1998, 2000, 2005), as
well as at the Schimmel Center for the Arts at Pace University (2001)
as a sponsored artist, at the Theatre of The Riverside Church (2003),
and at The Kitchen (2004) and Baryshnikov Arts Center (2009). IGaF
co-produced a five-evening run at the Williamsburg Art neXus in
Brooklyn, NY and nine-evening run as part of the Toronto Fringe
Festival in Toronto, Canada, both in 2003. In April 2005, IGaf was
presented by the 92nd Street Y for a Sundays @ Three performance.
In 2006, the company was in residency at James Madison University,
Harrisonburg Virginia, where they taught master classes, performed
and set a new work on the Virginia Repertory Company. IGaf has also
participated in a variety of showcases and festivals both nationally and
internationally, including the Remember Project at Dancespace Project,
the Downtown Dance Festival, the Battery Dance Festival, Gene Pool
at Dance New Amsterdam, the Symphony Space Dance Sampler (all
in NYC), Artfix (San Francisco), the fringe Festival of Independent
Dance Artists (Toronto, Canada), the Emprada Internacional
de Danza Contemporanea (Mexico City, Mexico) and
for three consecutive years, the International
Choreography Competition (1997, 1998 and
1999, Hannover, Germany). In 2001,
IGaF was awarded a company
residency at The Yard in
Chilmark, Massachusetts.

About the Artistic Director

is a New York City based modern dance company founded in
1998 by artistic director, Isabel Gotzkowsky. IGaF maintains an
active schedule of performances and educational programs that
use movement to facilitate the exploration of human nature and
emotion. Isabel Gotzkowsky has choreographed over 30 dances
for IGaF; 22 are in the current repertory. Each dance embarks on a
storyline, yet the narration is imbued with abstract imagery, athletic
movement, and subtle gestures. These works include solos, duets
and group pieces that can be performed in a variety of venues. IGaF
collaborates with a diverse group of composers, musicians, costume
designers, visual artists and lighting designers to achieve a moving
experience for the audience.

Born and raised in Germany, Isabel Gotzkowsky
holds a degree in movement science from
Gymnastik Seminar Loheland and began her dance
training at the Czurda Tanztheater in Nuernberg. Since coming
to New York City in 1988, she has studied and performed with many
artists. She formed Isabel Gotzkowsky and Friends in 1998. In 2004,
Gotzkowsky was awarded an artist residency at the White Oak Plantation
in Yulee, Florida. In addition to creating and performing work for IGaF, she has
recently worked with Diane Vivona, Fiona Marcotty and Todd Courage.
Gotzkowsky has received numerous commissions from schools and universities in the
United States and Europe and has choreographed for theater productions. She currently
serves on the faculty of Dance New Amsterdam (New York City), was a resident artist/
faculty member at Danceloft in Rorschach, Switzerland from 1996 to 2007 and is a
visiting artist at Iwanson Dance Center in Munich, Germany since 2008..

